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EARLY WARNING: HOW TO NAVIGATE THE DASHBOARD 
 
Painting a complete picture of your organization requires looking at the “big 
picture” as well as the “fine grained” details. Early Warning (EW) provides 
immediate access to both types of information through the dashboard, ensuring 
that you can both target the highest risk students or schools (the fine details) 
while also assessing and measuring progress towards organization-wide 
improvements (the big picture).  
 
The dashboard is broken into five major sections, each providing a key piece of 
data. Throughout, you’ll find the use of a three color-coded risk level scale—red 
for high risk, yellow for moderate risk, green for low risk—plus grey 
for no prediction available. Here’s what’s in each section. (NOTE: The 
district’s dashboard and school dashboards contain the same sections and 
general information with some context-specific changes.) 
 
1. Risk Prediction: On the top left you’ll find a section that displays 

information about your schools (district dashboard) or students (school 
dashboard). A donut chart and corresponding key on the left show the 
information organized by risk level. For districts, the list on the right highlights 
the five schools with the most at risk students; for schools, the list shows the 
five most at risk students. Clicking on the blue “Risk Prediction Tool” bar 
takes you to the full list of schools or students. 

 
2. Success Indicators: Under the “Risk Prediction” section are the 24 

success indicators EW analyzes organized into four domains—Academics, 
Attendance, Behaviors, and Demographics. For the 16 indicators grouped 
into Academics, Attendance, and Behaviors, EW assigns each a risk level 
(and associated color). The fourth domain, Demographics, runs along the 
bottom of the page. 

 
3. Graduation Rate: On the top right of the dashboard you’ll find the 

percentage of students who graduated in the most recently recorded 
academic year. When viewing from a district, elementary, or middle school’s 
dashboard, the number will reflect the overall graduation rate for the district.  

 
4. Warning Signs: Below graduation rate you’ll find the “Warning Signs” 

section. Early Warning selects three indicators for this section based on how 
many students in your school, or how many schools in your district, are high 
risk. Put another way, Early Warning calls out the three indicators with the 
greatest high-risk percentages. 

 
5. Improve Analysis: The bottom right section highlights up to three success 

indicators where there is something noteworthy about the data, such as the 
data set is missing or incomplete or it falls outside the expected thresholds. 
Typically, though not always, these will align with success indicators marked 
with grey dots. 


